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ABSTRACT

Learning media as a tool in realizing the success of the teaching and learning process seems to have a big contribution to the
victory of teachers in teaching. In addition to creating a happy atmosphere received by students, learning media also makes it
easy for teachers to deliver material and ease for students to receive it in return for the process.   Observing this phenomenon, it
is considered necessary to equip Indonesian teachers to have insight and be able to carry out Indonesian learning with varied
media so that the results are optimal. In addition to getting around learning conditions during this kind of pandemic, this also
answers the challenges of the era that entered the 5.0 era.
The ability and creativity of teachers in learning models will determine student learning outcomes. Therefore, improvement of the
quality of learning can be started from the creative application of media during the implementation of language learning by
teachers. If the language learning process is carried out with more varied media, then learning will be felt by students as a fun
subject. Thus, students' abilities and achievements are expected to improve better. The role of teaching strategies becomes very
important if teachers teach students who are different in terms of abilities, achievements, tendencies, and interests.
The aspect of learning that must be addressed in online Indonesian learning is the learning media used or presented by the
teacher. The weakness of teachers is the lack of creativity and IT skills for the development of learning media Indonesian. This
learning problem can be overcome by providing training to teachers related to their learning media. Teachers are trained to be
able to master IT, design, develop IT-based learning media and apply these learning media in online and offline Indonesian
learning, so that learning outcomes can be optimal.
The target audience of this PPM activity is teachers in the field of Indonesian studies at the Tsanawiyah Madrasah education
level in Sleman Regency, Yogyakarta. This activity will involve a number of 25 teachers who are determined proportionally.
Efforts to support the implementation of this activity are collaboration with MGMP MTs Indonesian throughout Sleman Regency.
Participants were selected from regional representatives in MGMP according to the criteria in the hope that they could share the
knowledge and skills they gained with other colleagues.
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